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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TPS Publishing Inc. is a teacher/writer organization which was started in 2005. We are a current California State adopted Mathematics publisher, and we wanted to create a full inquiry project based Mathematics program exactly aligned to the Core Curriculum Mathematics standards. Illinois State University, Invicta Education and Action Based Curriculum are educator driven organizations each of whom has a specific focus. Our organizations have partnered to provide you with excellent inclusive resources. You will find some components work especially well for different levels of students in your diverse populations. Students who struggle with book content due to literacy and or learning disabilities will progress more quickly using inquiry based activities. Visual communications based project assessments are included. Materials for summer programs and after school clubs are provided within the ancillary program components.Educators writing for fellow educators brings you an exciting new and affordable program.We provide our program in print format. Some educators prefer electronic format and we have provided electronic copies of all content within Flip book. The content can be photocopied once purchased; costs of printing are saved and passed to your school districts. This approach ultimately provides school districts with funding to purchase high quality materials, save space, and use excess funds for other key education resources and or professional development.

http://www.tpspublishing.com/FL-math-adoption/video.html
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Nicola Wright. BA(hons)  

Kathryn Norris. RNLD, DipHE, BSC(hons) 

 
 
 
  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the key personalities who form our Creative Core Curriculum Mathematics with literacy and STEM team. You will see we have an abundance of experience and skills, which have resulted in creation of a full inquiry based, inclusive, Mathematics program. The program is underpinned with literacy. The program will be K-8. For this adoption only the grades required for your State have been submitted for review.
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Teacher, Parent, Student (TPS) 

Teachers writing for:  

Teachers, Parents, and Students 

 A curriculum, using literacy with numeracy as its strategy, written from scratch 
to provide access to the Mathematics for all students. 

 A proven strategy, with innovative real life applications. 

A gentle and creative approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So who are TPS? Our organization’s name describes us perfectly; teachers, parents, students. As working teachers we all felt that existing materials never quite met our needs. There was either too much, too little, or simply it did not cover our curriculum. It was always really difficult to find materials for our diverse student groups. So we decided to produce materials which would be written from scratch for their purpose. This means for Math our group of teachers wrote this program from a blank piece of paper. The strategy we used is literacy with numeracy. This Math program is heavily focused on ensuring that teachers and parents can use our program for all children. The program is also very clearly formatted and offers choices to suit the needs of different teacher styles.TPS put in place agreements with Illinois State University, Ellison Inc., Archway, Action Based Curriculum and Invicta Education in order to provide excellence for all student ability levels.All companies believe in inquiry based Math and Science, underpinned with literacy. Integration of core curriculum subjects enables students to progress in all aspects of their grade core curriculum subjects.All companies believed in providing inclusive materials, which are teacher and student friendly. Without each other we cannot stand alone to meet the rigor of the new Core Curriculum but together we have become a strong provider of elementary programs.
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         Mathematics improvement since the introduction of the National Numeracy 

Strategy, showing the percentage of students achieving the national 
standard at age 11. Comparisons with a very deprived east coast local 
authority, a statistically similar group (statistical neighbor) of local 
authorities and national data.  

 
                1997 1998 1999  2000  2001 2002    2003 2004   2005 2006  2007  
Local A    52    50     61     67    69     70      71     72     72     73     74  
St. Neigh. 56    53     64     68    68     71      69     71     71     73     76  
Nat.           62    59     69     72    71     73      73     74     75     76     77  

Raising numeracy standards for 11 year olds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data is from the U.K. Why have TPS brought a UK Strategy to the table? Although the U.K. is small it has many of the same diverse population issues as the USA. Many students do not master the English language and/or have learning disabilities. The strategy of integrating literacy with numeracy and using visual models has been proven and we believe the strategy can work for many student groups in your State. Here are some of the dramatic results achieved by using integration and inclusive lesson plans. You can see a 22% increase in the results from introduction of the new strategy in 1997. It has brought the struggling students in the UK to be on par with at grade students, which is a pretty amazing result. They are still working on further improving these results, but imagine the improvement as a district if each of your struggling students, and this includes SDC students, are able to achieve in this way and think about the adults we can help them to become leading to a better informed and literate nation. It does not happen overnight, but if literacy and numeracy are taught together from Kindergarten, this is how we see those students’ results by age 11.The program does not have proven researched results as it is brand new but we do have research for the methods used both in the U.K. and USA. For example; STEM lesson plans for middle school have been researched and proven. The same strategy and methods have been applied for the new Creative Core Curriculum for Mathematics with Literacy and STEM lesson plans.
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 Purpose of the presentation 
 

• Provide State reviewers with key facts about our submitted program 
– Overview of the organizations and program 
– Provide demonstration of how to use the program for a typical lesson 
– Introduction to our CD Rom materials 
 

• Key components of our inclusive program 
– Traditional 

 

– Universal access  
 Advanced thru ELL/Special Education including crafting projects                   

and Archway 
 

– STEM 
 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the end of the presentation we hope you will understand that we have three key component areas; traditional; universal access; STEM.Each area provides inclusive lesson plans suitable for all students. The order of teaching is traditional; universal access; STEM. The output of each student is personalized and will show their comprehension and ability by standard however visual assessments are communications and project based. We also offer a database of test questions by standard, by grade, by level of student. Teachers can choose the style which is best suited to themselves and/or to their student population.Teachers can also mix and match components by standard as some students may work faster than others; we have provided plenty of materials for teachers to choose from.Some teachers will like traditional lesson plans, others will want the security of pure Math, the use of manipulatives and gentle real life applications. Some students fail to master Math concepts because they have low language ability or other learning disabilities. Our universal access lesson plans for K-2 and/or our crafting lesson plans offer excellent materials for all students but such lessons are particularly useful for ensuring struggling students master key Math concepts. For students who have far below grade literacy skills, Archway is a program which assists students to master the English Language. The STEM lesson plans are amazing and very modern. Initially teachers may be a little fearful about teaching the content as it includes technology and engineering elements however the teaching notes and the real life scenarios are so powerful that they will become excited and want to use the STEM lesson plans. The STEM projects provide excellent activities within which all students can prove their comprehension and application of Math content but at the same time improve skills in Science, Technology and Engineering plus literacy. There is no doubt that if you have advanced users and need a project to further their skills you can choose a learning cycle and know it will lead them into a new way of thinking. The great news however is that ALL students benefit from the communications based project work and the volume of resources allows you to run lunch or after school clubs/summer programs.
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Program component areas 
• Traditional -Traditional lesson plans provide teachers with pure Mathematical teaching to 

each standard. The lesson plans use wonderful manipulatives from Invicta Education. Teacher 
tips provide daily support for teachers. Real- life application exercises are included. 

• Universal Access – Advanced thru ELL/Special Education –  
• Crafting – K- 5 Most students enjoy crafting. Use our crafting lessons as a visual 

assessment tool for each standard.  

• Archway (a program to assist students to read and write), and Action Based Curriculum 
craft packs and projects combine to form excellent materials for students struggling due to low 
literacy skills or learning disabilities.  

• Classroom Guide K- 3 –  Activity lesson plans for key standards especially useful for 
diverse populations. 

• STEM – Many materials offer real life applications. Illinois State University provide innovative 
and inclusive STEM lesson plans to use as final strand assessment materials. Kindergartners 
become helicopter pilots and learn base ten by building their own personalized machine.  
 
 

 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does the Creative Core Curriculum Mathematics program with literacy and STEM work? Here are some notes about each area of our program.Every grade is built in exactly the same way so once you understand how the components work together in one grade, you will know how they work together in all grades, with the only change being the Math content. Concepts are built upon and revisited as new concepts are introduced. Teachers use the traditional lesson plans to introduce new concepts and content. Crafting exercises provide a visual assessment tool; the database of +2000 questions aligned by standard and grade offer a more usual testing solution for teachers.  STEM lesson plans are provided to ensure that at the end of each strand, inquiry based activities can provide students with a great project to complete and at the same time allow teachers to see where any misconceptions might be and resolve them. The STEM lesson plans combine core subject content and improve student skills in all areas.The crafting and STEM projects are great communications based team activities building team spirit and allowing individuals to perform at their highest level.A few components for K-3 only; the teacher/parent book and Universal access book are provided for K-2 as by the end of that period we believe that the students and parents can use the rest of the program without those additional elements, which for K-3 we believe are critical. For Grades 6-8 we provide the crafting and Archway as a bundle for re-teach purposes.
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  Program components - Traditional 
 

• Teacher Textbook 
• Universal Access Classroom Guide 
• Teacher/Parent Coaching and Literacy Guide 
• Focus Tutorial CD Rom 
• Assessment CD Rom 
• Blackline Masters CD Rom 

 
• Student Textbook 
• Strategic and Intensive Workbook 
• At Grade and Advanced Workbook 
 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does the program work? Here is a list of the traditional components in our program. Every grade is built in exactly the same way so once you understand how the components work together in one grade, you will know how they work together in all grades, with the only change being the Math content. Concepts are built upon and revisited as new concepts are introduced.We will review the traditional components first, including the activity only Universal access and crafting teacher guides and finally STEM.All lesson plans and activities are written by standard and or strand and link to the assessment database we provide which is by grade, by level of student ability, and by core curriculum standard.The focused tutorial provides a series of power point slides to use with students who are far below grade. The blackline master contains not only one page masters of particular topic content but has all of the literacy homework sheets on it and all answers for all workbooks.
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  Materials Overview Components:   
Teacher tools:  

 
       A very clear learning objective is explained to the students at the beginning of 

the lesson followed by a mental oral starter, a main teaching section for the new 
learning, followed by work book exercise for the student and rounded off by a 
brief plenary where students and the teacher discuss what has been learned. 

 
 

• Teacher Textbook – traditional style lessons 
 
 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had a diverse group of teacher writers who all agreed we wanted the program to be simple to use, inquiry based, focused, provide access to all student and teacher learning needs, be affordable and fit in our classroom cupboards. We recognized that teachers have different approaches, with two key types; modern and traditional. A traditionalist likes to follow the same format, and use books and manipulatives. Students respond using whiteboards, or complete book exercises. Students can be tested, analyzed and retaught using appropriate materials, and tested again. Even from a young age, mini quizzes bring invaluable data. The earlier we capture issues and fix them, the more students learn and progress. Modern thinking teachers in our group agree, but do not always see a necessity for books, and have a lot of  experience of teaching groups including advanced through SDC students using real life practical project content. We all agree that literacy must underpin our offerings and also that we like to use different resources for varying student skill levels, to ensure we get the best from all students.
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Detailed lesson plans (Click this link for sample) : 

• Background information, Title, Time required, Vocabulary, Materials required, 
Objective, 

• What students know already, Lesson structure 

• Introduction, Middle, Activity, Summary 

• Teacher assessment notes 

• Standards on each page 

• Individual, Paired or group activities 

• Teacher Tips 

A typical lesson..... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This first teacher textbook  is traditional and as you can see, has a formal lesson style. We provide very detailed explanations to suit the newest teacher: Teacher background notes, teacher tips, the lesson narrative. For every Core Curriculum standard there are many lessons, with obviously more for key standards. We provide, on the blackline master CD, our proposed year planner but recognize you may like to alter that so master plans are there for you to personalize.  The key manipulative used is the student whiteboard which gives immediate feedback in each lesson and you can note the initials of students who understand, do not understand, or are absent. For all other manipulatives our supplier, Invicta Education, provide wonderful manipulatives which are very strong and last a lifetime and costs are very competitive. The crafting exercises use many of their products. The traditional lesson plans also provide tips for having students make the manipulatives they are to use.

http://tpspublishing.com/Georgia/TT1.pdf
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The Universal Access Classroom Guide (Click this link for sample) 

For  each key standard: 

 Access for: Intensive, Strategic, At Grade and Advanced 
students via hands on activities. 

• The Universal Access Classroom Guide provides a further  very detailed and 
innovative approach to covering the key standards for the 4 levels of students; 
Intensive, Strategic, At Grade and Advanced. 

• Let all your students access the Math, their way! 
 

A typical lesson..... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Universal access components provide teachers with inquiry based activity lessons. The Universal access guide has no matching student book. It has been written to provide teachers with fun activities for key math concepts. You will see how some significant standards appear in each grade level (K-3) book, and adaptations of more hands on lessons are provided so simultaneously diverse groups can be taught to those standards. The front pages again offer background information to the teacher and content which must be covered, including the all important Math language. The sub headers are then shown where the adaptation of the lesson appears for each group of students, e.g. ELL/Intensive, Strategic, At Grade and Advanced. It is then usual to see ALL GROUPS, and this defines the activities and data which all groups do in the lesson.The traditional lesson plans work in conjunction with all other components from each area of the program.

http://tpspublishing.com/Georgia/UA1.pdf
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  Materials Overview Components:   
Teacher tools:  

 
• Teacher Parent Coaching & Literacy Guide – by standard 

literacy exercises and parent/substitute teacher coach notes. 
 

• Teacher/Parent Coaching and Literacy by Standard 
 (Click this link for sample) 

 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As our organization’s name, we believe in teacher, parent and students working together where possible. For those parents who are able to give some time to help their children with their Math we have produced the teacher/parent book. This tells them what the State require, and guides them through the standards, then splitting into two sections.For each grade we provide a series of literacy work exercises. These are in the book, which we hope the parent will buy and use, so you the teacher can set homework by quoting the page. The literacy sheets test comprehension of both the Math language and literacy skills. The second part of the book contains coaching tips, more ideas for practice by standard and notes on how to cure common misconceptions. The Math coach who wrote this section has used a bullet style approach, which is also particularly useful for substitute teachers. 

http://tpspublishing.com/Georgia/CG1.pdf
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  Materials Overview Components: 
For the students: 

 
• Focused Tutorial CD-ROM handouts for additional focus by 

standard (CDF) 
• Literacy worksheets 
• Strategic and Intensive Workbook 
• At Grade and Advance Workbook 
• Student Textbook 
• Re-teach workbooks K-2 for Grade 3 students 

 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the students the key is learning Math language, understanding it and being able to apply Math to everyday life. In each of these products literacy with numeracy will provide access to all your students. The pace students learn at will vary but we provide materials for all of them. For every standard K-3 we offer the focused tutoring approach, which works especially well for all special needs students. Literacy worksheets are fun and key to ensuring the student has comprehended the Math concept and can apply it. They are great to use in the class and in the home. If you run an assessment at the beginning of a year and know a student struggles use these with the strategic workbooks and then on to the textbook. If your student is advanced then use the at grade workbook and the textbook. To ensure there is plenty of practice we also have reteach workbooks for summer school or pre-G3 entry. You will see these in the lessons attached.
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And for the students?  The Student Textbook (Click this link for sample) 

• Entice the students to love Math from the start with lively, colorful graphics and 
explain the standards to them in their language. 

• Have them learn the Mathematical language from day 1, use the parents/guardians 
to help where they can.  

• Let them have fun – use the sharing boards. 

• Let them work as a team, use the classroom activities and make your 
manipulatives. 

• Have a weekly quiz from Kindergarten onwards so testing is usual. Let all your 
students access Math, their way! 

• Use the below and advanced supplemental workbooks. 

A typical lesson..... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that we use a stepping stone approach for each standard, building student knowledge throughout the grade and then across the grades. In the teacher textbook you will see assessment notes in the teacher tips and we will frequently direct you to use the below grade workbook to go back to basics. This is the strategic and intensive workbook. The At Grade and Advanced workbook should be used to deepen and strengthen the understanding of students who immediately grasp the concept. So that there is no stigma attached we use the same basic problems but we adapt them to suit the varying comprehension levels. We would suggest the Focused Tutorial CD Rom together with the below workbook ,Archway and crafting projects, can provide access to many struggling students.

http://tpspublishing.com/Georgia/ST1.pdf
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• Visual models are vital for student learning, especially for students with below 
grade level language skills and or students with learning disabilities. “nasen” is 
an organization focused upon the needs of such students. Projects offered 
within our program are approved by nasen. 

• A typical craft lesson covering the Core Curriculum Math Standards can be 
seen at this link. (Click this link for sample) 

• Here is a typical project lesson. (Click this link for sample) 

• Here is an example educational paper craft pack. (Click this link for sample) 

 

 

Universal Access Crafting Lesson Plans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us now move to our partner organization’s product components each of which adds depth to the program and more wonderful inquiry and communications based activities by standard.Action Based Curriculum and Ellison Inc. work together to bring K-8 teachers and students wonderful crafting activities.Students work on one different lesson plan for each standard as a visual assessment.Small topical reader books are used to link the crafting projects, reading, and Math content. We have reader books about the Olympic Games, Humans and Other Animals, and 21st Century families. Throughout personal, social and health projects are linked as extensions covering science, Math, ELA, Geography, and history. Projects included are; Healthy Me, Go Green, My Family, Community, Antibullying, Magic Math, Baby Science and many more. 24 projects are used in total.For comprehension we use educational paper craft packs too. Included in the packs are My Planet, Solar System, I love my Pet.The lessons are inclusive however we have proven research to show how students with literacy challenges and with learning disabilities progress well using these materials rather than purely books.

http://tpspublishing.com/Georgia/ABC1.pdf
http://tpspublishing.com/Georgia/STEM1.pdf
http://tpspublishing.com/Georgia/ABCCP1.pdf
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 Antibullying  

 Transition 

 Healthy Me 

 I love my life 

 

 

Thematic Education Lesson Plans 

Hayley Brown tells us “In 
evaluation of this transitions 
module, I have found it to 
be a great tool to use with 
the children. It has definitely 
helped the children I work 
with have a better and 
smoother transition.” 

The best narrative to provide from a 
student perspective is to quote one of 
the students themselves; “This is 
MAGIC, my work looks professional.”  

We offer 24 projects  commencing with ‘Magic Math’. Some of the most popular 
titles appear below. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key projects that help all students in their lives as well as math and literacy education are excellent projects to complete each term and include topics such as Antibullying, transition, Healthy Me and I love my life.You can see some quotes from mainstream and special education teachers in this slide.
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• Underpinning all Math content is literacy. 

• Learning Math language is key to advancement for all students. Some students 
really struggle learning English. 

• Archway will help those students. 

Archway 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lynda Lunn is a very experienced teacher who is passionate about all students having access to language. Lynda has created these excellent materials for elementary teachers and students to provide access to English Language skills.If the student cannot read the text it is unlikely they will be able to progress at the pace of others.
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50 minutes per day is not a lot of time 

 
However.......you can enable students to master the grade content using TPS 

 
 
 “They love the format and are really engaged with the hands-on lesson.  The 

best part is the success I am having with my students.  My Math-whizzes are 
scooting on ahead and are enthusiastic and my few stragglers are not 
straggling.  They are actually understanding the concept of subtraction and are 
meeting with success and their eyes are lighting up.” 

Amber Young, Kindergarten Teacher.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amber Young has been using the California adopted program and this was her quote about how the content was working for her students. You will see that she also commented about the assessment database.Teachers can amend questions, add or delete them to make personalized tests.
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• Integration of core subject content and real life applications aid learning for all 
students. Illinois State University do not use pizzas or cakes for fractions or 
modeling partitions. 
Students make : 

• Mousetrap racing cars   

• Helicopter Rescues 

• Beanie Baby Airplanes and so much more. 
 
 

STEM Lesson Plans 

Learning Cycles grouping standards provide 
students with truly exciting hands-on 
activities and for each cycle a literacy 
exercise is included.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me introduce Dr.William Hunter from the Illinois State University. Willy is the director of math and science and is the head of the team who have created the wonderful STEM Lesson plans. Willy will now explain our approach for teaching mathematics in an exciting and successful way to elementary students and describe the professional development we offer.
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• Elements of the Creative Core Curriculum program require a paradigm shift for 
some educators. It is based more on the teacher’s ability to ask leading 
questions than provide predetermined answers.  

• The effective educator will be skilled at managing and facilitating the 
educational environment. They will be adept at continually monitoring student 
comprehension and understanding of key concepts and ready to guide 
students through careful and deliberate questioning techniques.    

• For some educators, “teaching through questioning” and the use of activities 
and projects serve to reinforce their teaching philosophy. For them, adoption of 
the Creative Core Curriculum will come quickly and easily. For others, a ten-day 
workshop may only begin the process of change. For this reason, a variety of 
Professional Learning Opportunities are available. 

– Printed and Electronic sources-  Free 
– Email and Telephone calls - Free 
– Courses and workshops  Free, fee per day, or Illinois State University tuition 

 Online 
 At Illinois State University in Normal, IL 
 Contact CeMaST for schedule 

 

Professional Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are reading the slide only, please be aware that the team of professors at Illinois State University have dedicated their educational lives to producing STEM lesson plans and creating teacher development plans to ensure success.
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 Format of the program 
 

• We provide printed or electronic access to the program. 
• Pricing is very competitive especially for electronic format. Pricing 

is by student, class set (25), school license and district license. 
• We can provide any component as print format in either color or 

black and white.  
• We would propose electronic format to save costs, space in 

classrooms, and prevent health issues from weight of books. 
 

To view the program in digital format click this link.   
TPS Digital Format Books 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have created our materials to be available in either print or electronic format. Some components such as our educational paper craft packs have to be hard copy.All lesson plans and student textbooks are available in both formats.We recommend the very affordable electronic copy as teachers can then print off the topic pages for each week’s lessons making the cost of educating their district population far lower and saving a lot of storage space in classrooms.The average cost of a printed traditional full color student textbook is competitive but is substantially less using the electronic format.  Many publishers charge the same price for both formats but as teachers we want to pass on print cost savings to the schools.Another benefit is that you do not have to pay for replacement textbooks as for each new year, you print the lesson plan and worksheets as you need them or use them online.We store our electronic format in Flip Book. A license can be purchased by school and or by district.

http://www.tpspublishing.com/math-adoption/ga.html
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  Materials Overview Components:   
Teacher tools:  

 
• Assessment Generator by grade, by standard, by ability level, 

 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Assessment generator has been designed to allow teachers to amend questions, delete or add questions and is by grade, by standard, and by three student ability levels; below grade;atgrade;advanced.Our focused tutorial is a powerpoint presentation which teachers and or parents can use to print off one sheet at a time or project or load onto students’ computers allowing the student to work at their pace without a textbook and yet cover most grade level content.The blackline master CD Rom should not be under rated as this provides all of the literacy worksheets for you to use over and over again.  It also has homework lists for Math language and each word shows the meaning and your students learn them as homework. In the same way times tables are listed to send home and to be tested in class from student memory. We include a lotto game that you can use and then the more usual copies of key content we feel you may wish to make masters of for frequent use.
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• Assessment Database 
• The database holds +2200 questions and is by Common Core State Standard, 

and by ability level allowing the teacher to create mini quizzes from which they 
can pin point misconceptions and resolve them create one after each 
lesson/standard using 3 or 4 appropriate questions. 

• Use the focus tutorial to reteach the standard where required 
• Use the relevant workbooks, strategic and intensive, at grade and advanced or 

reteach for the appropriate grade 
 
 “The database provides continual mini assessment opportunity and pre, during and post 

strand /year assessment. Teachers can pinpoint issues and resolve them using reteach 
approach…Many students will accelerate from far below grade to at grade in one year and 
then the student textbooks can be used and reinforced with the other materials. I really 
enjoy using the program and hope you will too.” 

Amber Young, Kindergarten Teacher.  
 
 

Assessment Resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessment is vital and must be ongoing. Finding and solving misconceptions is incredibly important. As we have already stated we use visual and written assessments all of which are by grade, by standard, and by student ability level.
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• Year planner 
 

• Assessment Test – Start of Year 
• Assessment Test – Mid Year 
• Assessment Test – Post Year 
• Answer sheets 
• Assessment Matrix by standard, by strand 

 
• The Mathematics Report Card 
• N for Novice, I for Intermediate, E for expert 
• Student reflection – ELL expression through activities 
 

Assessment 
Results by student by standard 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Assessment materials are all user friendly and you can view them on these links.
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  Materials Overview Components:   
Teacher tools:  

 

• Blackline masters and workbook and assessment answers CD 
Rom with literacy and homework sheets. 

– Contains all reproducible items referred to within the program and most 
importantly contains all the math/literacy worksheets found in the Parent 
Teacher Guide – Invaluable for homework. 

• Focused tutorial for ELL and Special education students. 
– No grading on any pages so can be used for any age group. 
– Extracted from our student program pages WITH each split across several 

slides which can be used on PC, Whiteboard, overhead and CAN BE 
PRINTED as worksheets. 

 

Grade K-5 Mathematics Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Assessment generator has been designed to allow teachers to amend questions, delete or add questions and is by grade, by standard, and by three student ability levels; below grade;atgrade;advanced.Our focused tutorial is a powerpoint presentation which teachers and or parents can use to print off one sheet at a time or project or load onto students’ computers allowing the student to work at their pace without a textbook and yet cover most grade level content.The blackline master CD Rom should not be under rated as this provides all of the literacy worksheets for you to use over and over again.  It also has homework lists for Math language and each word shows the meaning and your students learn them as homework. In the same way times tables are listed to send home and to be tested in class from student memory. We include a lotto game that you can use and then the more usual copies of key content we feel you may wish to make masters of for frequent use.
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Example of a page from our Kindergarten Focus Tutorial 
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• If teachers need any assistance while installing or 
using these products our helpline process for any 
product inquiry is simple 

• Just e-mail : help@tpspublishing.com 

TPS Help Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As teachers we pride ourselves in being impressively support driven, No question is too small and our team work hard to provide clear written responses to you within 48 hours.

mailto:help@tpspublishing.com
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1. Follow the traditional/craft/STEM teacher lesson plans by standard. 

2. Locate your materials and print and have ready a benchmark quiz, by 
standard or a sharing board benchmark series of questions. 

3. Use the focus tutorial slide to ensure students can do what they need 
to know already. 

4. State the objective of the new lesson.  

5. Deliver the lesson. 

6. Use individual, paired and class activities to jot down assessment 
initials. 

7. Use a learning cycle or crafting project to close each topic. 

 

 

The TPS Lesson checklist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A checklist for new teachers helps the first year of teaching especially. I still use my checklist on a weekly basis. We include tips and pages such as this within our program.
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8. Use a short quiz to test comprehension 

9. Use a literacy exercise to test application 

10.  Assign homework “In the home” 

11.Transfer results to the assessment grid 

12.Assign focus tutorial, below grade and advanced grade materials as 
required 

13.Complete end of strand tests 

14.Compare results of opening benchmark to closing test results 

15.Complete Mathematics report cards 

 

 

The TPS Lesson checklist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have seen that we offer Traditional; Universal; STEM lesson plans for teachers and students.We offer many workbooks and assessments all of which are aligned to the core curriculum standards to provide a fabulous innovative Math program.You can see that when teachers write for teachers clear instructions are provided and all materials are user friendly and usable in school and for any home school linked organizations
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• Inquiry based mathematics. 

 
• Provides focused materials for SDC students and their teachers. 

 
• Stepping stone approach using literacy with Math.  

 
• Clear direction for teachers and parents. 

 
• By standard assessment with misconceptions coverage so you 

pinpoint issues and resolve them allowing progression. 
 

• Simplicity for all. 
 

• Low space and low cost but high results. 

Program benefits and summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope you have a clear understanding of the major components within the program and please ask for any clarification you might seek. Our teacher writers and I firmly believe that our program will really bring you dramatic results.You can see we provide for your students, and we use stepping stones. Clear language and direction is important and is used for all teachers and parents. Plenty of inquiry based teaching and assessment is included.The key to success is in teaching literacy with numeracy and continual assessment with the utilization of nice user friendly program, and a benefit of our program is that it will fit your purse and leave cupboard space. Finally, a teacher who feels confident brings the best results and our professional development courses will support all teachers.
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Thank you from TPS and Partners 
 
 

Please contact me if you need any further 
information. 

Email: maz@tpspublishing.com 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do hope you will choose our program remembering that we suggest you choose components to suit each level of your students and meet criteria for each style of your teachers.Please contact me if you need any further information. Thank you for your kind attention, and we look forward to working with you. 

mailto:maz@tpspublishing.com
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